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Job’s Friends
 How do Job’s friends initially react to his
suffering? (Job 2:11-13) Is such a
reaction sufficient?
 What is good and true about Eliphaz’s
speech in Job 4? Is this a speech he
should have made?
 Examine the rest of the friends speeches
(especially their beginnings) by letting
each group member examine one speech
and considering only how their
relationship with Job is developing.
 What is being exposed about the friends
in these speeches?
 Are the reactions and attitudes of the
friends something that we see today? In
what ways might we be like the friends?
 If you have been a sufferer what has
helped and what has not helped in the
reaction of your friends?
 How does God’s “friendship” with Job
compare with the Job’s friends? What
difference does it make that we have now
seen Jesus?
 How does this study affect:
1. The kind of friend you want to be to
others?
2. Where you will look for support
when you suffer?
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